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Score pts for transits, interceptions

Look for tempo of passing and receiving PROGRESSION Defenders - try to make play predicatable, avoid PROGRESSION
2-touch -> 1-touch play through the middle to Red 10 if possible Limit touch count

so that receiver can allow the ball across the body to receive next pass - social distance of game between grids, Red 7/11 provide/read show runs between spaces
and play the ball onto the next receiver Player entering grid must time run visual cues on transition

occupy grid with ball -
COACHING POINTS Note that central player must exit COACHING POINTS game transitions between grids

Passers should send the ball to the back foot to the left, then slide to the right Red 10 should dictate tempo and movement through Red 10, wing players

EXPLANATION

12x12 yds

Players form in a grid with 1 player

12x12 yds

Players are assigned zones - Red 10
in the middle - players follow their in center channel, white defenders

pass in and out of the grid in opposite grids - Red 7/11 must

ACTIVITY 3 Clock passing warmup - SD ACTIVITY 4 5v2 adjacent grids rondo - SD
SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION

Use rest period to review technique SD - use feet

Look for change of direction off cones, foot surfaces PROGRESSION other, not turning away, avoid crossing feet, PROGRESSION
backpedal then lateral explosion Score points for "touching" cones

Encourage imagination - shadow defender Defender - try to anticpate without selling out
Check hip/knee/ankle angles, explosiveness Watch footwork - players should be facing each

COACHING POINTS COACHING POINTS Switch roles each rep
Look for balance and game realism Attackers - try to feint, misdirect defender Add ball as indicated

10x10 yds

Toe touches, bells

10x10 yds

Assign attacker/defender -
Box/roll attackers try to "beat" defenders

Push/pull to corners, defenders shadow
Snake (variations)

ACTIVITY 1 Ball activation ACTIVITY 2 Dynamic agility - shadow triangle
SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION

SESSION DURATION
2v2+2+2 positional play - SD

1/2 field Med 90:00
4v4+2 diamonds SSG - SD

Clock passing warmup - SD
5v2 adjacent grids rondo - SD TOTAL SPACE LOAD

Ball activation TEAM DATE SESSION TIME
Dynamic agility - shadow triangle

U9-U12 Aug 24 2020 - S1

IC3 - INTELLIGENCE, COMPETENCE, COURAGE, CHARACTER EMPHASIS/THEME

Reading visual cues, communication, off-ball movementTIME DESCRIPTION
Warmup - adhere to SD protocols, players assigned to spaces,

MANAGE ONESELF MANAGE SPACE MANAGE THE BALL
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PROGRESSION PROGRESSION

COACHING POINTS COACHING POINTS

EXPLANATION
ACTIVITY 7 ACTIVITY 8

SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION

end passes

Defenders - try to force decisions out of attackers PROGRESSION predictable, quick counters when possession changes PROGRESSION
look to prevent penetrating pass to end player Touch limits, score pts for end to Limit touch count, limit passes before 

ball goes to end player, open body shape to standing on one place, focus on body shapes
facilitate receiving and playing through movement in/out, defenders try to make play

COACHING POINTS COACHING POINTS
"Third man" should look to create width as Encourage players to use entire zone rather than

15x15 yds (age-
appropriate)

Teams arrange as shown below,
20x20 yds (age-

appropriate)

Team organized as shown below -
central players assigned to triangular neutral players in wide positions
zones - objective is to move the ball

from one end player to the other

ACTIVITY 5 2v2+2+2 positional play - SD ACTIVITY 6 4v4+2 diamonds SSG - SD
SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION

SESSION DURATION
2v2+2+2 positional play - SD

1/2 field Med 90:00
4v4+2 diamonds SSG - SD

Clock passing warmup - SD
5v2 adjacent grids rondo - SD TOTAL SPACE LOAD

Ball activation TEAM DATE SESSION TIME
Dynamic agility - shadow triangle

U9-U12 Aug 24 2020 - S1

IC3 - INTELLIGENCE, COMPETENCE, COURAGE, CHARACTER EMPHASIS/THEME

Reading visual cues, communication, off-ball movementTIME DESCRIPTION
Warmup - adhere to SD protocols, players assigned to spaces,

MANAGE ONESELF MANAGE SPACE MANAGE THE BALL
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